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where `b is the central multipole of the bin and fsky is the fraction
of the sky outside the Galactic mask. The resulting error bar of
bT yy

e (`b) = C
y,yTe
`b
/C

yy

`b
is then obtained using Eq. (21).

In the absence of foregrounds (top panel of Fig. 16), the recon-
structed average temperature bT yy

e (`) (red line) for a uniform pivot
temperature of T e = 7 keV across multipoles is consistent with
the input average temperature of the cluster simulation (blue line)
over a large range of multipoles 10 . ` . 1000. The increase at
` > 1000 is due to residual noise. Interestingly, the shape of bT yy

e (`)
in our simulations (blue line), which are based on public ROSAT
and SDSS cluster catalogues, is consistent with our earlier theoret-
ical expectations (see Fig. 3 in Remazeilles et al. 2019). We note
that had we adopted a pivot temperature of Te = 0 in our analysis
then the recovered electron temperature would be underestimated
across the same broad range of angular scales (grey line), hence
showing the importance of our temperature spectroscopy and mo-
ment expansion around non-zero pivot temperatures.

In the presence of foregrounds (bottom panel of Fig. 16), we
are still able to recover the overall behaviour of the fiducial aver-
age SZ temperature power spectrum over a broad range of angular
scales, 100 . ` . 1500. However, at low multipoles ` < 100 (or
large angular scales) the recovery degrades due to residual fore-
grounds. The increase of uncertainties on T

yy

e (`) at large angu-
lar scales is threefold: first, the averaging e↵ect of di↵erent line-
of-sight electron temperatures is more significant at large angular
scales, in a way that will change the e↵ective spectral response
of the relativistic thermal SZ e↵ect (Chluba et al. 2013, 2017),
therefore increasing the uncertainty on the recovered temperature.
Second, residual foreground contamination is larger when aver-
aged over large angular scales, therefore further increasing the un-
certainties on the recovered temperatures at low multipoles. Both
aspects could be improved by adding higher order moment con-
straints to the SZ and dust signals. Third, the reconstruction of the
scale-dependent average SZ temperature in Fig. 16 was performed
by assuming a uniform pivot temperature of T e = 7 keV over the
whole range of angular scales in our analysis. This is a good ap-
proximation given that the average value of T

yy

e (`) over the angular
scales 100 . ` . 1000 in our simulations (blue line in Fig. 16)
is of hT yy

e (`)i` ' 7 keV. However, the reconstruction could be op-
timised at large angular scales by adopting varying pivot temper-
atures T e ⌘ T e(`) across multipole ranges (or needlet scales) in
the component separation analysis. This modification is expected
to reduces residual foreground projections currently found by our
method at the largest scales. A possible prior on the pivot values
T e(`) to be used could be taken from the theoretical estimate T

yy

e (`)
derived in Remazeilles et al. (2019). Since our analysis is per-
formed on a needlet frame, we could integrate the expected theo-
retical T

yy

e (`) over each needlet window (bandpass windows across
multipoles in Fig. 2) to get the appropriate pivot temperatures over
each relevant range of angular scales. For this purpose, the needlet
windows will have to be chosen carefully in order to minimise the

Figure 16. Reconstructed y
2-weighted average temperature (Eq. 19) over

the sky for PICO.. A uniform pivot temperature of T e = 7 keV over angular
scales has been adopted in the analysis. Top: without foregrounds. Bottom:
with foregrounds.

gradients of temperature in each range of multipoles. This will be
investigated in the future.

To conclude, we stress the following important points. Our
component separation method delivers a new map-based observ-
able, Te, for cosmology, in addition to the usual Compton-y param-
eter observable. The shape and amplitude of the temperature power
spectrum T

yy

e (`) depends on the underlying cosmological parame-
ters and cluster physics, but in a di↵erent way than the Compton-y
power spectrum observable, C

yy

` . In particular, T
yy(`) is expected

to vary with �8 but should be mostly insensitive to the mass-bias
(1 � b) by construction (Remazeilles et al. 2019), unlike C

yy

` and
cluster number counts. Therefore, such a new SZ map-based ob-
servable, T

yy

e (`), o↵ers an additional degree of freedom to constrain
cosmological parameters and break degeneracies in future SZ cos-
mological analyses, something we plan to explore more in depth.

4.4 Large-scale di↵use electron temperature and Coma’s

temperature with LiteBIRD

The telescope mirror of the CMB space mission LiteBIRD (Suzuki
et al. 2018) is significantly smaller than the telescope of PICO, with
an average optical beam resolution of LiteBIRD over the frequency
bands of ' 30 arcmin. While the primary focus of LiteBIRD is not
on cluster science, the large sensitivity of this experiment and its
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Classical SZ effects

Sunyaev & Zeldovich, 1980

Rephaeli, 1995

Birkinshaw, 1999

Carlstrom, Holder & Reese, 2002

• SZ clusters are a great cosmological probe 

• Many years of developments since its first 
prediction by Zeldovich & Sunyaev, 1969
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Fig. 1 Updated illustration based on the classic L. van Speybroeck SZ diagram adapted by J. E. Carl-
strom. A CMB photon (red) enters the hot ICM (light blue) from an arbitrary angle, and on average is
up-scattered to higher energy (blue) by an electron (black). The largest energy is imparted on the photon
when it is scattered into the direction of the incoming electron, and it is minimal when deflected into the di-
rection opposite to the incoming electron. However, on average scattering constellations with ' 90� angles
between the particles are most relevant for the tSZ. The total momentum in the interaction is conserved,
so the electron is essentially undeflected by the interaction.

2.1 The thermal SZ e↵ect

As CMB photons pass through regions of hot thermal gas (see schematic represen-
tation in Figure 1), inverse Compton scattering moves them from the low-frequency
region of the blackbody spectrum towards higher energies. In single-scattering events
with electrons at speed � drawn from an isotropic velocity distribution there is no
net e↵ect, as the gains and losses average out to leading order, leaving a second
order term. The average energy gained by a CMB photon in each scattering is deter-
mined by �⌫/⌫ ' (4/3) �2

' 4kTe/mec2 (e.g., Rybicki & Lightman 1979; Sazonov
& Sunyaev 2000). In the last step, we used �2

th/3 ⇡ kTe/mec2 for a thermal (non-
relativistic) velocity distribution. Similarly, a narrow photon line broadens by �⌫/⌫ 'p

(2/3) �2 '
p

2kTe/mec2 in each scattering event. In the non-relativistic limit, both
e↵ects can be incorporated using the Kompaneets equation (Kompaneets 1956), which
when applied to the case of SZ clusters3 reduces to a simple di↵usion equation in

3 Stimulated scattering and recoil terms can be omitted.

Space Science Reviews, 215, 2019 (arXiv:1811.02310)

• Highlights high-resolution and 
high-sensitivity SZ 

• Illuminates new directions 

• Connection to simulations

On average ~ 90°  
scattering angles



Planck Collaboration, 2013, paper XXIV
Planck Collaboration, 2015, paper XXIV

Thermal SZ effect is now routinely observed!

~ 2000 objects

ACT

SPT

90 GHz 150 GHz 220 GHz
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All-sky Compton y-map from Planck

Planck Collaboration, 2013, paper XXI 
Planck Collaboration, 2015, paper XXII

Map was produced by 
Mathieu Remazeilles

Mathieu 
Remazeilles



Planck SZ analysis

Planck Collaboration, 2015, paper XXIV 
Planck Collaboration, 2015, paper XXII

Power spectrum Number counts

• SZ results on σ8 in tension with 
CMB only result 

• Hydrostatic mass bias 

• Dependence on combination of 
data and modeling details



Future opportunities for rSZ studies
• Tens of thousands of clusters will be detected through the tSZ effect 

• Unprecedented sensitivity, frequency coverage and angular resolution 
(e.g., SO, CCAT-prime, Millimetron, PICO…) 

• Complements X-ray and lensing measurements

Individual systems 
• y-maps, Te-maps & 

velocity (?) maps 
• Reconstruction of 

cluster profiles 
• Non-thermal SZ  

(cosmic rays and 
turbulence)

Stacking analysis 
• rSZ in mass bins 

• Self-calibration of SZ 
temperature-mass relation 

• Cosmology with new SZ 
observables (⟷ moments)

Statistical analysis 
• rSZ power spectrum 

• Cluster number counts in 
mass and redshift bins 

• Higher order statistics    
(⟷ non-Gaussianity)

Highly relevant when using SZ clusters as a cosmological tool 
(⟷ neutrino masses, σ8, dark energy)

⬇



ESA Voyage 2050 White Papers

MICROWAVE SPECTRO-POLARIMETRY
OF MATTER AND RADIATION

ACROSS SPACE AND TIME

A science white paper for the "Voyage 2050" 
long term plan in the ESA science programme
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New Horizons in Cosmology
with Spectral Distortions of the 
Cosmic Microwave Background

ESA Voyage 2050 Science White Paper

Contact:
Jens Chluba

Jodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysics
The University of Manchester

Manchester, M13 9PL, U.K.

Email: jens.chluba@manchester.ac.uk, Phone: +447479865044
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What is the role of relativistic SZ (rSZ) in this?
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Effect of relativistic temperature corrections

A lot of information 
about rSZ from high 
frequency part

vth ' 0.1c

For 5 keV cluster ⇒ 
Relativistic electron 
velocities!

Systematic shift upwards 
and broadening of SZ signal

Total tSZ signal

y = 10-4

Classical formula 
assumes v/c<<1
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High frequencies are crucial for rSZ!
Relativistic correction signal only
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Figure from Hurier, 2016, ArXiv:1701.09020

High-frequency spectrum has to be computed carefully…

G. Hurier: High significance detection of the tSZ e↵ect relativistic corrections

Table 1. Main characteristics of the galaxy cluster catalogs. Ncl
is the number of objects in the catalog, Te,min and Te,max are the
covered range of temperature, Te,med is the median, zmin and zmax
are the covered range of redshift and zmed is the median redshift

Catalog Ncl Te,min Te,max Te,med zmin zmax zmed
MCXC 1743 0.11 10.25 2.81 0.00 1.26 0.14
CAV08 192 2.44 19.13 6.99 0.03 1.24 0.26
ZHA08 37 3.2 11.6 6.7 0.14 0.30 0.23
VIK09 85 2.13 14.72 4.4 0.03 0.89 0.09
PRA09 31 2.07 8.91 3.85 0.06 0.18 0.12
ECK11 26 0.62 2.99 1.61 0.01 0.05 0.02
MIT11 64 0.90 15.91 4.37 0.00 0.22 0.05
REI11 232 2.0 15.0 5.9 0.04 1.46 0.30

MAH13 50 3.1 12.1 6.5 0.15 0.55 0.24
LAG13 117 2.0 15.2 5.8 0.11 1.24 0.35

2.2. Catalogs

We used two di↵erent galaxy cluster samples. The first one con-
siders all galaxy clusters in the MCXC catalog (Pi↵aretti et al.
2011). For this sample we computed the electron temperatures
using the scaling relation from Pratt et al. (2009),

LX = (0.079 ± 0.008) (T [keV])2.70±0.24 1044erg.s�1. (1)

In the second sample we considered galaxy clusters for
which we have a spectroscopic temperature (Cavagnolo et al.
2008; Zhang et al. 2008; Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Pratt et al. 2009;
Eckmiller et al. 2011; Mittal et al. 2011; Reichert et al. 2011;
Mahdavi et al. 2013; Laganá et al. 2013).
In Table. 1, we summarize the main characteristics of each
galaxy cluster catalogs, Ncl is the number of objects in the cata-
log, Te,min and Te,max are the covered range of temperature, Te,med
is the median. We stress that the di↵erent catalogs present over-
laps of objects. This overlap has been considered in the follow-
ing analysis.

3. The tSZ effect

The thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich e↵ect (Sunyaev & Zeldovich
1972) is a distortion of the CMB blackbody radiation through in-
verse Compton scattering. CMB photons receive an average en-
ergy boost by collision with hot (a few keV) ionized electrons of
the intra-cluster medium (see e.g., Birkinshaw 1999; Carlstrom
et al. 2002, for reviews). The thermal SZ Compton parameter in
a given direction, n, on the sky is given by

y(n) =
Z

ne
kBTe

mec2�T ds, (2)

where ds is the distance along the line-of-sight, n, and ne and Te
are the electron number density and temperature, respectively. In
units of CMB temperature, the contribution of the tSZ e↵ect for
a given observation frequency ⌫ is

�TCMB

TCMB
= g(⌫) y. (3)

Neglecting relativistic corrections we have

g(⌫) =

x coth

✓ x
2

◆
� 4
�
, (4)

with x = h⌫/(kBTCMB). At z = 0, where TCMB(z =
0) = 2.726±0.001 K, the tSZ e↵ect is negative below 217 GHz
and positive for higher frequencies.

Compton parameter to CMB temperature, KCMB, conversion
factors for each frequency channel depend of the convolution
of this tSZ contribution to the sky intensity with the Planck
frequency responses.

This characteristic spectral signature of tSZ e↵ect makes it
a unique tool for the detection of galaxy clusters as presented in
Planck Collaboration 2015 results XXVII (2016) and is related
to Te through relativistic corrections.
The relativistic corrections on the tSZ emission law have been
computed as presented in (Pointecouteau et al. 1998). From this
estimation, if we assume that the relativistic corrections on the
tSZ emission law can be described as a first order approximation
(see Nozawa et al. 2000, for a detailed fitting formula),

�T relat
CMB(Te) = �T unrelat

CMB + Te�T cor
CMB, (5)

the averaged tSZ emission from di↵erent electron populations at
various temperatures can be modeled with a single temperature.
This approach enables the possibility to perform stacking
analyses of the tSZ relativistic corrections. This approximation
is already implicitly considered when fitting a single temper-
ature on the observed tSZ signal. Considering that electronic
temperature varies along the line of sight. We stress that the
quasi linear behavior of the tSZ spectral distorsion relativistic
corrections with respect to Te is only used to motivate a stacking
analysis. In the following, when fitting for Te on the stacked tSZ
signal we use the exact tSZ spectral distorsion as a function of
Te.

Figure 1. tSZ spectral distorsion as a function of the frequency
for various temperatures of the hot plasma from 0 to 20 keV.

Figure 1 shows the tSZ spectral dependance as a function
of the frequency for various temperatures of the hot plasma
ranging from 0 to 20 keV. We observe that the main conse-
quence of relativistic corrections is a modification of the zero
frequency, ⌫0, of the tSZ spectral distorsion, that follows the re-
lation ⌫0 ' 217.4 + Te/2. We also observe a significant increase
of the 353 to 545 GHz tSZ intensity ratio. In general, higher
temperatures for the plasma will favor a higher tSZ amplitude at
high-frequencies, and a lower tSZ intensity at low frequencies.

The Planck experiment has a large frequency coverage at low
frequency (< 217 GHz) where the tSZ e↵ect produces an inten-
sity decrement, at 217 GHz where tSZ e↵ect is almost null, and
at higher frequencies (> 217 GHz) where tSZ produce positive

2

Simple asymptotic expansions 
(e.g., Itoh et al., ApJ, 1998) converge 
slowly in CMB Wien tail

SZpack* takes care of this 
(JC, Nagai, Sazonov & Nelson, 2012)

*www.Chluba.de/SZpack



Clusters seen by Planck are pretty hot!

Rotti, Bolliet, Remazeilles & JC, in prep

kTe ' 5 keV
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Standard (X-ray) 
temperature mass-relation        
(e.g., Arnaud et al., 2005, Erler et al. 2018)

439 clusters 
(S/N > 6)

Aditya Rotti
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Figure 9. Spectral modelling results for our sample of 772 galaxy clusters selected from the second Planck cluster catalogue (PSZ2). Upper panel: spectrum
extracted after passing the Planck, IRAS and AKARI maps through our matched filtering pipeline and stacking the cluster positions. The red and blue solid
lines indicate the best-fit tSZ and FIR models. Note that the data points have been corrected for the instrumental bandpasses using the best-fit model for
illustrational purposes only in order to plot smooth curves. Lower panel: marginalised 2D and 1D constraints on our model parameters obtained though an
MCMC approach. The colours in the 2D plots represent the 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals. The dashed lines on top of the 1D constraints indicate the
best-fit values and the 68% confidence interval. The third parameter of the FIR model �Dust was fixed to the common value 1.5 in order to obtain these results.
We do not observe any strong correlation between the tSZ and FIR parameters. The tSZ signal of the sample is detected with high significance (31�) and we
obtain a 2.2� measurement of the sample- average cluster temperature.

MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2016)

Erler, Basu, JC & Bertoldi, 2018, 
ArXiv:1709.01187

Stacked Planck tSZ signal + foregrounds

• Matched filter approach 
• Combination of data 
• 772 clusters (PSZ2) 

• rSZ at ~2.2 σ level 
• In tension with 

Hurier, A&A, 2016    
(claimed ~ 5 σ detection)

• 100 hottest clusters:

⇒ typical y-weighted temperature 
of ~ 4-7 keV quite reasonable



Average CMB spectral distortions
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Learning about feedback processes using average rSZ13

FIG. 8: Theoretical predictions and forecasted constraints for the late-time Compton-y and relativistic SZ
spectral distortions due to structure formation and reionization, with y = 2⇥10

�6 and kTe = 1.3 keV as fiducial
values [277]. The light blue ellipse encompasses the approximate range of several current predictions for
these quantities. Each of the labeled squares denotes a specific prediction from the simulations of [278],
where only the sub-grid feedback model is varied. The green rectangle indicates the range of results for
the cosmo-OWLS simulations [279]. The red ellipses show the forecasted constraints on these quantities
for PRISTINE and PIXIE (is hardly visible for PIXIE); more powerful missions in the Voyage 2050 program

would provide even tighter constraints.

state-of-the-art cosmological hydrodynamics simulations [278, 279], including precise predictions
from different feedback implementations. The figure also shows forecasted constraints for PRIS-
TINE and PIXIE, as illustrative spectral distortion missions. It is clear that such measurements will
strongly distinguish between current sub-grid feedback models, yielding significant breakthroughs
in our understanding of galaxy formation. A direct measurement of the average rSZ temperature
would also shed new light on the ’missing baryon problem’ [273] without the need to resolve the
warm-hot-intergalactic medium, a unique opportunity that we should make use of in the future.

The late-time y-distortion has an additional contribution at the level of y ' few ⇥ 10
�8 due to

second-order Doppler terms from the large-scale velocity field [272, 288]. This signal and the
average distortion from the reionized ' 10

4 K gas could be accessed by masking resolved SZ
clusters, or by isolating the latter signal through cross-correlations with galaxy and cluster catalogs.
This procedure also reduces one of the largest primordial distortion foregrounds, the low-redshift
y-distortion itself, and would therefore allow us to tighten the upper limits on early energy release
occurring at z ' 10

3
� 10

4, a unique opportunity for combining CMB spectroscopy and imaging.
Measurements at ⌫ & 500 GHz will furthermore probe the total cosmic ray energy density of the
Universe through the non-thermal relativistic SZ effect [26, 289–291].

2.8. Line Intensity Mapping

The measurement of the integrated Far-IR background [292] was a significant legacy of the
COBE/FIRAS mission. The amplitude of the Far-IR background suggests that half of the starlight
in the Universe is absorbed and reprocessed through thermal dust emission. Similarly to the
other spectral distortions, the extragalactic background light provides a synoptic view of energetic
processes in all galaxies. The COBE/FIRAS measurement of integrated dust emission became
a reference point for two decades of fruitful observations to resolve the sources of this emission
into individual galaxies. The continuum radiation spectrum has no identifiers for the redshift of
its emission, but cross-correlation with a galaxy redshift survey permits some dissection of the
emission into its constituent redshifts [293]. Future spectral surveys will be able to measure not
only the dust continuum but also the integral of diffuse line radiation (namely CO ladder, [CII]

http://arxiv.org/abs/1909.01593

• Models highly uncertain
• Tight constraints from 

spectral distortions
• Census of all the hot 

gas in the Universe 
from y parameter

Accessible through future 
X-ray and SZ observations 

Accessible using CMB spectral distortions
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Bolliet et al., in prep



Theoretical SZ power spectrum computations

Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti & JC, MNRAS, 2019

From Komatsu & Seljak, 2002:

Computation with CLASS-SZ (Bolliet et al., 2017)

Refregier et al., 2000

→ temperature of systems 
contributing to the multipole 
range relevant to Planck’s 
Cl analysis seems > 5 keV
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Total tSZ signal

What is the net effect of rSZ on the y-parameter?

• Obtained y-parameter is 
underestimated by ~7% 
for kTe ~ 5 keV for Planck 

• This is consistent with 
353 GHz channel driving 
the effect for Planck data 

• Also consistent with Erler 
et al. 2018 ILC analysis 

• Total effect generally 
depends on frequency 
configuration and ability 
to subtract foregrounds 
(Rotti et al., in prep.)

Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti & JC, MNRAS, 2019

y low

y low

y high
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Which effective electron temperature should be used?

• Single cluster / stacking → y-weighted temperature is relevant

kT y
e =

⌦
kTe y

↵
⌦
y
↵ =

R
kT 2

e Ne dlR
TeNe dl
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• SZ power spectrum analysis → y2 -weighted temperature is relevant

kT yy
e,` =

⌦
kTe(M, z) |y`|2

↵
⌦
|y`|2

↵ ⌘
CTe,yy

`

Cyy
`
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• Can be efficiently computed based on the halo model using CLASS-SZ 

• Higher mass systems are up-weighted → higher effective temperature expected 
• Scale-dependent quantity (but fixed temperature captures leading order effect)!

Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti & JC, MNRAS, 2019



Theoretical estimate for the y2 -weighted temperature

Remazeilles, Bolliet, Rotti & JC, MNRAS, 2019

• Significant uncertainties…  

• Contributions from diffuse y 
become important at large 
angular scales                 
(e.g., Hansen et al., 2005)  

• Assuming kTe ~ 5 keV for 
Planck appears conservative 

• Effective temperature is 
roughly constant for scales 
relevant to Planck

• rSZ plays a part in the σ8 tension, alleviating it 
• rSZ leads to systematic shift + increase of errors

CLASS-SZ computation



Mapping SZ cluster temperatures 11

Figure 10. Recovered electron temperatures across the full sky with PICO

of a sample of 811 clusters having temperatures ranging between 4.5 and
10 keV, for regular bins of 0.1 keV. Upper panel: without foregrounds.
Lower panel: with foregrounds.

and in the presence (lower panel) of foregrounds, when adopting a
pivot temperature T e = 7 keV in the component separation analy-
sis. The black line shows the input temperatures of the clusters in
the simulation, while the green line shows the reconstructed tem-
peratures after component separation, with error bars indicated by
the shaded red area.

Clearly, our component separation approach enables to re-
cover and measure cluster temperatures pretty accurately across the
full sky after foreground removal, although the presence of residual
foreground contamination increases the uncertainties in the lower
panel of Fig. 10. A few outliers in temperature recovery arise from
clusters in regions of the sky su↵ering from larger residual fore-
ground contamination, but are still consistent with the input tem-
perature within uncertainties. As a comparison, we also show in
the upper panel Fig. 10 how the recovered temperatures would be
significantly biased (grey line) if a pivot temperature of T e = 0
(Eq. 20) had been used in the analysis. We find the bias in the
recovered temperature to scale as Te/T true

e ⇡ 1 � 0.15 [kTe/7 keV],
implying an underestimation of the cluster temperature by & 10%
for hot systems. This highlights the importance of a refined model-
ing of the relativistic SZ e↵ects in the analysis (Eq. 4) and also em-
phasises the relevance of a temperature spectroscopy step (Sect. 4.1
and Fig. 4) in our component separation approach to obtain the ap-

propriate pivot temperature prior to the final iteration in analysis.
By allowing the reconstruction of SZ temperatures across the sky
(Fig. 10), our method thus provides a new proxy for measuring
cluster masses that is independent of X-ray scaling relations (e.g.
Arnaud et al. 2005; Reichert et al. 2011).

4.3.2 Te profiles

Aside from full-sky temperature mapping, we also show the
reconstruction of thermodynamical profiles of individual clus-
ters in Figs. 11-13 (without foregrounds) and Figs. 12-14 (with

foregrounds). Profiles are computed as follows: we define non-
overlapping successive rings of 1.50 pixels with increasing inner
and outer radius, and we average the signal amplitudes, either y

or yTe, over the pixels contained in a given ring. Error bars are
obtained by computing the standard deviation of the signal fluctu-
ations in each ring of pixels. The radius bins (or ring widths) are
fixed to the beam FWHM value of the reconstructed maps (50 for
PICO) in order to minimise correlated errors between bins. In the
top panels of Figs. 11-13 and Figs. 12-14, we have plotted the clus-
ter profiles of Coma and Abell 1367 for both the reconstructed y-
map (green line) and the reconstructed yTe-map (red line), with or
without foregrounds. The quality of the profile reconstruction from
PICO data is preserved in the presence of foregrounds (Fig. 12 ver-
sus Fig. 11). The two reconstructed profiles y(r) and yTe(r) match
the input profiles (black lines) within error bars up to quite large
radii from the centre of the cluster.

In Figs. 11-13 (without foregrounds) and Figs. 12-14 (with

foregrounds) we have computed the reconstructed temperature pro-
files bT y

e (r) of Coma and Abell 1367 through the ratio (Eq. 17) be-
tween the two aforementioned cluster profiles (this result has par-
allels with the map result shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 7
and Fig. 8). Error bars on the temperature profiles are com-
puted from the variance of a ratio between two random variables,
bT y

e (r) = ẑ(r)/ŷ(r), as given by Eq. (21). The temperature profile of
Te(r) ' 7 keV of Coma is recovered without bias and with rela-
tively high precision up to a radius of R500 after foreground clean-
ing (bottom panel of Fig. 12). A small systematic bias still persists
because higher order temperature moments around the pivot tem-
perature have been neglected in Eq. (4), but it is still within un-
certainties. Adding constraints on higher order moments may im-
prove the accuracy of the reconstruction but at the cost of increased
error bars. Taking the inverse-variance weighted mean, the recov-
ered mean temperature of Coma in the absence of foregrounds is of
bT y

e = (6.9 ± 0.53) keV within R500 radius, while in the presence of
foregrounds the recovered temperature is of bT y

e = (7.1 ± 0.69) keV
within R500 radius, and of bT y

e = (7.1 ± 0.68) keV within 2R500 ra-
dius, hence a 10�measurement of the temperature of Coma (7 keV)
within R500 with PICO after foreground removal. The addition of
foregrounds only degrades the error of the recovered temperature
value by ' 30% using our map-based extraction method.

For the smaller cluster Abell 1367, the fiducial temperature of
5 keV is recovered within R500 radius in the absence of foregrounds,
with a mean temperature of bT y

e = (4.5 ± 0.41) keV (bottom panel of
Fig. 13). In the presence of foregrounds, the recovered mean tem-
perature of Abell 1367 is of bT y

e = (4.1 ± 0.63) keV within R500 ra-
dius after foreground removal (bottom panel of Fig. 14). At large
radii, the uncertainty on the recovered electron temperature profile
of Abell 1367 increases due to residual foreground contamination.
These important results show that future CMB experiments like
PICO will provide the required sensitivity against foregrounds for
our component separation method to measure the relativistic elec-

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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where `b is the central multipole of the bin and fsky is the fraction
of the sky outside the Galactic mask. The resulting error bar of
bT yy

e (`b) = C
y,yTe
`b
/C

yy

`b
is then obtained using Eq. (21).

In the absence of foregrounds (top panel of Fig. 16), the recon-
structed average temperature bT yy

e (`) (red line) for a uniform pivot
temperature of T e = 7 keV across multipoles is consistent with
the input average temperature of the cluster simulation (blue line)
over a large range of multipoles 10 . ` . 1000. The increase at
` > 1000 is due to residual noise. Interestingly, the shape of bT yy

e (`)
in our simulations (blue line), which are based on public ROSAT
and SDSS cluster catalogues, is consistent with our earlier theoret-
ical expectations (see Fig. 3 in Remazeilles et al. 2019). We note
that had we adopted a pivot temperature of Te = 0 in our analysis
then the recovered electron temperature would be underestimated
across the same broad range of angular scales (grey line), hence
showing the importance of our temperature spectroscopy and mo-
ment expansion around non-zero pivot temperatures.

In the presence of foregrounds (bottom panel of Fig. 16), we
are still able to recover the overall behaviour of the fiducial aver-
age SZ temperature power spectrum over a broad range of angular
scales, 100 . ` . 1500. However, at low multipoles ` < 100 (or
large angular scales) the recovery degrades due to residual fore-
grounds. The increase of uncertainties on T

yy

e (`) at large angu-
lar scales is threefold: first, the averaging e↵ect of di↵erent line-
of-sight electron temperatures is more significant at large angular
scales, in a way that will change the e↵ective spectral response
of the relativistic thermal SZ e↵ect (Chluba et al. 2013, 2017),
therefore increasing the uncertainty on the recovered temperature.
Second, residual foreground contamination is larger when aver-
aged over large angular scales, therefore further increasing the un-
certainties on the recovered temperatures at low multipoles. Both
aspects could be improved by adding higher order moment con-
straints to the SZ and dust signals. Third, the reconstruction of the
scale-dependent average SZ temperature in Fig. 16 was performed
by assuming a uniform pivot temperature of T e = 7 keV over the
whole range of angular scales in our analysis. This is a good ap-
proximation given that the average value of T

yy

e (`) over the angular
scales 100 . ` . 1000 in our simulations (blue line in Fig. 16)
is of hT yy

e (`)i` ' 7 keV. However, the reconstruction could be op-
timised at large angular scales by adopting varying pivot temper-
atures T e ⌘ T e(`) across multipole ranges (or needlet scales) in
the component separation analysis. This modification is expected
to reduces residual foreground projections currently found by our
method at the largest scales. A possible prior on the pivot values
T e(`) to be used could be taken from the theoretical estimate T

yy

e (`)
derived in Remazeilles et al. (2019). Since our analysis is per-
formed on a needlet frame, we could integrate the expected theo-
retical T

yy

e (`) over each needlet window (bandpass windows across
multipoles in Fig. 2) to get the appropriate pivot temperatures over
each relevant range of angular scales. For this purpose, the needlet
windows will have to be chosen carefully in order to minimise the

Figure 16. Reconstructed y
2-weighted average temperature (Eq. 19) over

the sky for PICO.. A uniform pivot temperature of T e = 7 keV over angular
scales has been adopted in the analysis. Top: without foregrounds. Bottom:
with foregrounds.

gradients of temperature in each range of multipoles. This will be
investigated in the future.

To conclude, we stress the following important points. Our
component separation method delivers a new map-based observ-
able, Te, for cosmology, in addition to the usual Compton-y param-
eter observable. The shape and amplitude of the temperature power
spectrum T

yy

e (`) depends on the underlying cosmological parame-
ters and cluster physics, but in a di↵erent way than the Compton-y
power spectrum observable, C

yy

` . In particular, T
yy(`) is expected

to vary with �8 but should be mostly insensitive to the mass-bias
(1 � b) by construction (Remazeilles et al. 2019), unlike C

yy

` and
cluster number counts. Therefore, such a new SZ map-based ob-
servable, T

yy

e (`), o↵ers an additional degree of freedom to constrain
cosmological parameters and break degeneracies in future SZ cos-
mological analyses, something we plan to explore more in depth.

4.4 Large-scale di↵use electron temperature and Coma’s

temperature with LiteBIRD

The telescope mirror of the CMB space mission LiteBIRD (Suzuki
et al. 2018) is significantly smaller than the telescope of PICO, with
an average optical beam resolution of LiteBIRD over the frequency
bands of ' 30 arcmin. While the primary focus of LiteBIRD is not
on cluster science, the large sensitivity of this experiment and its

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Future rSZ measurements with PICO-like experiments

• Determination of cluster 
temperature using rSZ

• New mass proxy
• Self-calibration of 

scaling relations

• Map-based rSZ reconstruction!
•            is new observable
• Learn about ‘gastrophysics’

4 Mathieu Remazeilles and Jens Chluba

As already emphasised above, high-frequency channels are
essential for breaking temperature degeneracies of the relativis-
tic thermal SZ spectrum at low frequency (Fig. 1); however,
high-frequency channels are also strongly contaminated by Galac-
tic thermal dust emission. We therefore add an additional con-
straint against the zeroth moment of thermal dust spectrum,
adust(⌫) / ⌫�d B(⌫,T d), where the average dust spectral index is
�d = 1.6 and the average dust temperature is T d = 19.4 K (Planck
Collaboration Int. XLVIII 2016), and B(⌫,T ) is the Planck’s black-
body function. This last constraint cannot eliminate completely the
residual thermal dust emission because of spatial variations of the
dust emissivity and temperature around their mean across the sky,
but deprojecting the zeroth moment of the dust in the component
separation process can at least remove bulk of the thermal dust fore-
ground contamination. Therefore, we end up with four constraints
in our Constrained-ILC approach:

wT @ f
@T e
= 1, (15a)

wT f = 0, (15b)

wT aCMB,KSZ = 0, (15c)

wT adust = 0, (15d)

so that the final form of the Constrained-ILC weights in our analy-
sis is generalised to:

wT = A
T

C
�1
⇣
A

T
C
�1

A

⌘�1
e, (16)

where A = [@
T e

f f aCMB,KSZ adust] and e = [1 0 0 0]T. We find that
this augmentation of the Constrained-ILC method greatly reduces
foreground biases in the temperature reconstruction. It can be
viewed as a semi-blind method, since we add partial constraints
to the less known dust component.

2.2 Electron temperature estimation

From the y-map estimate, ŷ(✓) (Eq. 10), and the yTe-map estimate,
ẑ(✓) (Eq. 11), we can derive clean estimates of the electron gas tem-
perature Te of galaxy clusters as follows. A first estimate concerns
the local temperature profile of individual clusters across the sky,
which can be derived from the ratio between the cluster profile of
the yTe-map and the cluster profile of the y-map:

bT y

e (r) =
ẑ(r)
ŷ(r)
'

y(r)Te(r)
y(r)

, (17)

yielding the y-weighted temperature of the cluster, and r = |✓ � ✓c|

with ✓c the coordinate of the centre of the cluster. In parallel, we
estimate the electron temperature of galaxy clusters across the sky
by computing the mean fluxes of the reconstructed yTe- and y-maps
within radius R500

2 around each cluster, and then taking the ratio:

bT y

e,500 =
h ẑ (✓) i
h ŷ (✓) i

������
|✓�✓c |R500

'
h y (✓) Te (✓) i
h y (✓) i

������
|✓�✓c |R500

. (18)

This yields the mean y-weighted temperature within R500 for each
galaxy cluster.

A second estimate concerns the average temperature over the
entire sky across di↵erent angular scales, which can be obtained

2
R500 denotes the radius in which the density of a cluster equals 500 times

the critical density of the Universe. It can be estimated using the y-parameter
and redshift of the cluster, which we assume are available.

from the cross-power spectrum between the y-map and the yTe-map
divided by the auto-power spectrum of the y-map:

bT yy

e (`) =
hŷ`m, ẑ⇤`mi

h|ŷ`m|
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This defines the scale-dependent y
2-weighted average temperature

over the sky and was shown to be the relevant average temperature
for unbiased SZ power spectrum analysis (Remazeilles et al. 2019).

Measuring a non-zero temperature would stand for a detection
of relativistic SZ e↵ects, as has already been investigated through
stacking a sample of massive galaxy clusters (Hurier 2016; Erler
et al. 2018) or through averaging the thermal SZ emission over the
entire sky in future spectral distortion measurements (Hill et al.
2015). We emphasise that our analysis goes beyond a single de-
tection since we aim at mapping and measuring individual cluster
temperatures, bT y

e (✓), and radial profiles, bT y

e (r), across the sky, as
well as the sky-average temperature bT yy

e (`) across angular scales.

2.3 Why is a pivot temperature of T e = 0 inappropriate?

At electron temperature Te . few ⇥ keV, relativistic temperature
corrections can be modeled using an asymptotic expansion of the
Compton collision term in orders of kTe/mec

2
⌧ 1 (Sazonov &

Sunyaev 1998; Challinor & Lasenby 1998; Itoh et al. 1998). This
approach is similar to a moment expansion of the thermal SZ fre-
quency spectrum around a pivot temperature of T e = 0:

�I
tSZ (⌫, ✓) ' Y0 (⌫) y (✓) + Y1 (⌫) y (✓) Te (✓) + O

⇣
T

2
e

⌘
, (20)

where the spectral shape Y1(⌫), e.g., can be found from Eq. (2.27) of
Itoh et al. (1998), while Y0(⌫) is the non-relativistic spectrum whose
analytic expression is given by Eq. (3). However, the expansion in
Eq. (20) around T e = 0 does not converge properly for hot clusters
with kTe & 5 keV, for which a moment expansion around non-zero
temperature (i.e., Eq. 4) would be more reliable. This is also il-
lustrated in the top panels of Fig. 10 and Fig. 16, where we show
that adopting Eq. (20), i.e. a pivot temperature T e = 0 (grey line),
in the analysis noticeably underestimates the electron gas temper-
ature of most clusters and the di↵use electron gas temperature in
the sky over a broad range of angular scales. The cause of this bias
is that most clusters have an average temperature of kTe & 5 keV
on a broad range of scales, such that higher-order terms in the ex-
pansion become significant and can no longer be neglected. This
requires estimation of additional correlated SZ components (i.e.,
higher order moments), which if omitted in the component separa-
tion process will significantly bias the reconstruction of the y and
Te fields for hot galaxy clusters. However, even when adding higher
order temperature moments, this problem cannot be overcome for
hot clusters, due to the asymptotic convergence of the Taylor-series
in kTe/mec

2 (e.g., Fig. 2 of Chluba et al. 2013), such that our ap-
proach is deemed to be more robust.

2.4 Multi-resolution analysis with needlet decomposition

Most component separation methods require to combine multi-
frequency maps with the same resolution scale, hence the available
data have to be degraded to the lowest channel resolution, which
is suboptimal for component separation since it discards the valu-
able high-multipole correlated information. An interesting alterna-
tive is to decompose maps on a needlet (spherical wavelet) frame
(Narcowich et al. 2006; Guilloux et al. 2009), then perform compo-
nent separation at each wavelet scale independently (Delabrouille

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Effect of rSZ on cluster number counts

Rotti, Bolliet, Remazeilles & JC, in prep.

• Rescaled S/N increases 

• Effect of rSZ pushes some 
systems above S/N threshold                               
→ # of clusters increases 

• Caveats regarding noise 
rescaling                                  
→ filter scale also changed 

• shape of N(z) seems better 

• Still work in progress….

• rSZ again moves σ8 into the right direction 
• Preliminary effect found at ~1σ level

Aditya Rotti’s
 talk
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Lee, JC, Kay & Barnes, in prep.

• Temperature measure 
depends on observable

• Weighting matters
• Detailed analysis of 
Bahamas and MACSIS 
simulations:

 
• Difference ~10%-40%

6 E. Lee et al.

Figure 1. A comparison of the projected temperatures through a range of clusters at z = 0, relative to T500 for that cluster. These projections are taken within
spheres of radius R200 about the cluster centre of potential. From left to right we see Tsl, Tm and T

y , and from top to bottom clusters of various masses.
Since these are just the projections for single clusters, they are subject to variations from the median expected behaviours. To guide the eye, on each plot a
dotted line at R500 has been drawn, alongside a hatched region at 0.15⇥ R500, which would be the core-excised region. These clusters have been chosen so the
Tsl,500 > 3.5 keV so that it is an appropriate proxy for the X-ray temperature.

measure, given by each part of the cluster. These lead to variations
between the temperature measures calculated over spheres of re-
gions R500 (as typical for X-ray measurements) and R200 (a proxy
for the viral radius and arguably more applicable for SZ measure-
ments). In this work we will present all our figures with respect to
the R500 sphere, but tabulate all our fits for both regions in the Ap-
pendix. In this section we will discuss both of these elements, and
present our results for the volume-averaged temperature measures
from the simulations. These allow us to generate both temperature-
mass scaling relations as well as some temperature-temperature
scaling relations. Finally, we will discuss the volume-averaged val-
ues for �(Ty), the standard variation of T

y within clusters.

4.1 Causes for di�erences in temperature measures

From an illustrative point of view, we can examine the di�erent tem-
perature measures over clusters through the projected temperatures
in a selection of clusters. These, as can be seen in Figure 1, give us
an indicative understanding of various features (e.g., shocks, out-
flows, sub halos and filamentary behaviours) that might exist within
haloes under each temperature measure.

While we generally see that T
y > T

m > Tsl
7, it is also the

case that at larger radii, T
y is more susceptible to the structures

within the halos. This can be seen by the increase in visibility of
features in the halos from the Tsl to the T

y projections. This can

7 This can be seen especially in the features, but generally evident in the
slightly brighter overall colours of the haloes from left to right.

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2019)
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Conclusions

• rSZ currently hard to see for individual clusters or in stacking analysis 
(e.g., Erler et al., 2017) 

• rSZ causes an underestimation of the y-parameter for Planck 

• rSZ may play a role in the σ8 tension and hence in cosmology 

• rSZ delivers new information about the hot gas inside clusters 

• Many opportunities ahead with future CMB imagers and spectrometers
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where `b is the central multipole of the bin and fsky is the fraction
of the sky outside the Galactic mask. The resulting error bar of
bT yy

e (`b) = C
y,yTe
`b
/C

yy

`b
is then obtained using Eq. (21).

In the absence of foregrounds (top panel of Fig. 16), the recon-
structed average temperature bT yy

e (`) (red line) for a uniform pivot
temperature of T e = 7 keV across multipoles is consistent with
the input average temperature of the cluster simulation (blue line)
over a large range of multipoles 10 . ` . 1000. The increase at
` > 1000 is due to residual noise. Interestingly, the shape of bT yy

e (`)
in our simulations (blue line), which are based on public ROSAT
and SDSS cluster catalogues, is consistent with our earlier theoret-
ical expectations (see Fig. 3 in Remazeilles et al. 2019). We note
that had we adopted a pivot temperature of Te = 0 in our analysis
then the recovered electron temperature would be underestimated
across the same broad range of angular scales (grey line), hence
showing the importance of our temperature spectroscopy and mo-
ment expansion around non-zero pivot temperatures.

In the presence of foregrounds (bottom panel of Fig. 16), we
are still able to recover the overall behaviour of the fiducial aver-
age SZ temperature power spectrum over a broad range of angular
scales, 100 . ` . 1500. However, at low multipoles ` < 100 (or
large angular scales) the recovery degrades due to residual fore-
grounds. The increase of uncertainties on T

yy

e (`) at large angu-
lar scales is threefold: first, the averaging e↵ect of di↵erent line-
of-sight electron temperatures is more significant at large angular
scales, in a way that will change the e↵ective spectral response
of the relativistic thermal SZ e↵ect (Chluba et al. 2013, 2017),
therefore increasing the uncertainty on the recovered temperature.
Second, residual foreground contamination is larger when aver-
aged over large angular scales, therefore further increasing the un-
certainties on the recovered temperatures at low multipoles. Both
aspects could be improved by adding higher order moment con-
straints to the SZ and dust signals. Third, the reconstruction of the
scale-dependent average SZ temperature in Fig. 16 was performed
by assuming a uniform pivot temperature of T e = 7 keV over the
whole range of angular scales in our analysis. This is a good ap-
proximation given that the average value of T

yy

e (`) over the angular
scales 100 . ` . 1000 in our simulations (blue line in Fig. 16)
is of hT yy

e (`)i` ' 7 keV. However, the reconstruction could be op-
timised at large angular scales by adopting varying pivot temper-
atures T e ⌘ T e(`) across multipole ranges (or needlet scales) in
the component separation analysis. This modification is expected
to reduces residual foreground projections currently found by our
method at the largest scales. A possible prior on the pivot values
T e(`) to be used could be taken from the theoretical estimate T

yy

e (`)
derived in Remazeilles et al. (2019). Since our analysis is per-
formed on a needlet frame, we could integrate the expected theo-
retical T

yy

e (`) over each needlet window (bandpass windows across
multipoles in Fig. 2) to get the appropriate pivot temperatures over
each relevant range of angular scales. For this purpose, the needlet
windows will have to be chosen carefully in order to minimise the

Figure 16. Reconstructed y
2-weighted average temperature (Eq. 19) over

the sky for PICO.. A uniform pivot temperature of T e = 7 keV over angular
scales has been adopted in the analysis. Top: without foregrounds. Bottom:
with foregrounds.

gradients of temperature in each range of multipoles. This will be
investigated in the future.

To conclude, we stress the following important points. Our
component separation method delivers a new map-based observ-
able, Te, for cosmology, in addition to the usual Compton-y param-
eter observable. The shape and amplitude of the temperature power
spectrum T

yy

e (`) depends on the underlying cosmological parame-
ters and cluster physics, but in a di↵erent way than the Compton-y
power spectrum observable, C

yy

` . In particular, T
yy(`) is expected

to vary with �8 but should be mostly insensitive to the mass-bias
(1 � b) by construction (Remazeilles et al. 2019), unlike C

yy

` and
cluster number counts. Therefore, such a new SZ map-based ob-
servable, T

yy

e (`), o↵ers an additional degree of freedom to constrain
cosmological parameters and break degeneracies in future SZ cos-
mological analyses, something we plan to explore more in depth.

4.4 Large-scale di↵use electron temperature and Coma’s

temperature with LiteBIRD

The telescope mirror of the CMB space mission LiteBIRD (Suzuki
et al. 2018) is significantly smaller than the telescope of PICO, with
an average optical beam resolution of LiteBIRD over the frequency
bands of ' 30 arcmin. While the primary focus of LiteBIRD is not
on cluster science, the large sensitivity of this experiment and its
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